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Key figures Swisscom

31 December 2018

1.5 million
Swisscom TV customers 

4.2 million
Ultra-fast broadband 

connections
(homes and offices in CH)

2.3 million 
inOne customers 

(converged offerings)

2 million
All IP customers (voice)

6.5 million
mobile communications 
customers
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More than half of all municipalities are now connected 
to ultra-fast broadband (200MB/s and more), with one 
more added every day

99% of the population has 4G/LTE 
mobile network coverage

5G – Swisscom is pushing ahead with the expansion of 
the 5G network and will supply 90% of Switzerland 
with 5G by the end of the year. 

Current Network
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With the best
quality -> including Reliability



Mission Critical 5G PoC

Testing Reliable Communication
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Business Challenges
Reliability costs

How much reliability is actually needed?

How is reliability detected/felt by customers?



Operational cost of keeping systems up and running

Capex for fail-over equipment 

we install 2-4x the needed capacity for reliability purposes
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Costs



Regulatory 

Certain degree of  reliability is required for regulated telecom service providers

Today definition of telecom service requires to provide certain reliability levels

Market Issue

How much reliability is needed for commercial benefit?

Is it a differentiating factor? 
Is it measurable in a consumer friendly way?

To whom are failing end-to-end systems being attributed? 
operators
device vendors
service providers/OTTs

Why is that much reliability needed in the network, if the end-system fail more often?9

How much reliability is actually needed?



Is communicating failures to users good or bad?

What is actually regarded a failure from a customer perspective?

Can we make price difference for higher reliable services? 

Do need to have the full infrastructure reliable

Customers are getting more sensitive to failures

It impacts their life more living in virtual worlds
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How is reliability detected/felt by customers?
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Technical Challenges
Converged networks

Cloud-native

Ultra-reliable 5G

Softwareization



Today: We use quite different network components for fixed, mobile and enterprise offerings

different transport networks (technical or organizational depend on access technology)

different core networks (today also technically needed)

different OSS and partly BSS systems

Reliability achieved through dual network usage

Today: Convergence on the product offering and billing

Tomorrow: looks like convergence would save OPEX and CAPEX

less diverse equipment, more of the same make operations more efficient

potentially larger multiplexing gain

NFV/Cloudification is driving towards convergence

Tomorrow: more vulnerable due to more single point of failures -> new mechanisms needed
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Converged Networks



Reliability done different with cloud-native

Quick restart instead of (active) stand-by systems -> requires fast start times

Small functions on a per-subscriber bases have lower risks when failing

Applying cloud-native principles to physical network equipment

Routing towards network functions needs to adapt quickly

Today: Reliability built into the HW equipment

Tomorrow: disaggregated system designs do not allow to do that

Micro-Services based systems look more complex

Many more instances

Requires massive automation
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Cloud-native Principles



For mission-critical applications like trains, drones, blue lights, etc.

Different levels of reliability required (use case dependent)

Deployment challenge

For achieving reliability in 5G deployment 

We would need redundant coverage -> denser deployments -> cost

A-priori checking/guaranteeing connectivity (e.g., drone flight coverage)
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Ultra-reliable 5G



Standardization through Open Source

Implies that it is based on a single baseline implementation

Software failures have worldwide impact

Unclear responsibilities of fixing problems

Different ways of procurement

In Telecom, people are not use to handle software failures

Retraining work force needed
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Softwareization
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Operational Challenges
Humans in operations

Simplification helps



How to prove reliability

testability?

verifiable?

Today: administrators start trusting systems over time

Human Factors

Wanting to keep control over the systems 

Feels uncomfortable when not tight control

Planned and unplanned maintenance work

Unplanned issues always happen

There should not be any planned downtimes needed anymore
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Human in Operations



Simple systems are more trusted, robust and debugable

Are software systems simpler?

Are disaggregated, loosely coupled systems easier?

Complexity is expensive

How to get the complexity out of the system?

Migration is expensive

How to fight complexity in a daily manner?

Software systems have the tendency to get more complex over time 

See the Operator OSS/BSS landscape
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Simplification



Due to high cost for reliability can we use that as differentiator of subscriber contracts

Reliability is getting more important for customers

New technologies like Cloud-native enable different ways of doing reliability

Software and Open Source have an inherent risk of failure due to a single implementation

Operational people need to trust any reliability mechanisms
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Summary
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Questions and 
Answers 
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